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ABSTRACT 

In the United States, sanitary sewage collection systems consist of one of the largest capital 
investments in the infrastructure. In 2001, Congress appropriated $1.35 billion for wastewater 
infrastructure improvements, but the actual need is estimated to be approximately 9 times this 
amount at $12 billion per year. 

Corrosion and structural deterioration due to microbiologically influenced sulfate reduction and 
hydrogen sulfide gas oxidation to sulfuric acid are responsible for much of this expense. 
This paper explains the mechanism of this biologically induced corrosion, its consequence, and 
methods to mediate it. 

UNITED STATES SANITARY SEWAGE SYSTEM 

Sanitary sewer systems consisting of underground piping ranging in diameter from a few inches 

to larger than 10 feet in diameter are essential to our modem way of life. Collection and sanitary 

disposal of waste material have virtually eliminated diseases such as typhoid and cholera which 

were major causes of death in the United States in the early 1900s. 

Capital investments in sanitary sewers are one of the largest investments ever in the US 

infrastructure. There are approximately 19,500 municipalities in the United States with separate 

sanitary sewer systems serving more than 150 million Americans. The systems encompass 



approximately 500,000 miles (833,000 km) of pipe with a current replacement value of between 

$950 billion and $1.8 trillion (2001 dollars). ~ 

The American Society of Civil engineers (ASCE) states that the federal government has spent 

more than $71 billion on wastewater treatment programs since 1973, but wastewater systems still 

face enormous funding needs to replace pipes and other facilities that have exceeded their design 

life. ASCE puts that need at $12 billion a year for the next 20 years. In the fiscal year 2001, 

according to ASCE, Congress appropriated $1.35 billion for wastewater infrastructure needs or 
1 about 11% of the total necessary. 

Approximately 40% of the roughly 500,000 miles (833,000 km) of pipe consist of concrete or 

concrete lined pipes, manholes, pump stations, interceptors and wet wells. While corrosion 

affects both metallic (steel, ductile iron, cast iron and other metal piping systems), and non- 

metallic materials, it is the aggressive corrosion deterioration of concretious materials in sewage 

service that is causing great concern. 

EFFECT OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT OF 1 9 8 0  

Prior to approximately 1980, aggressive corrosion to concrete (and for that matter to metallic 

components of the sanitation sewage system) was not a significant problem. The greatest 

problem was carbonization of concrete, caused primarily by weak carbonic acid formed by 

carbon dioxide and water from the air neutralizing the alkalis in concrete, causing surface 

deterioration. Also, hydrolyzed hydrogen sulfide gas, (caused by reaction of hydrogen sulfide 

gas and water) or oxidation of hydrogen sulfide gas (HzS) by bacteria to form sulfuric acid 

(H2SO4), while prevalent, was not particularly aggressive. That is because the HzS 

concentrations within headspaces were below 10 parts per million in most municipal sewer 

system locations, and were approximately 2-7 parts per million in pipe crowns and in pump 

station headspaces. 2 

With these relatively low H2S concentrations, there was only a relatively gradual acid attack to 

concrete (and metals). As a result, thin film (less than 20 mils, 500 microns) coating systems 



based on coal tars, coal tar epoxy and amine cured epoxies, provided effective corrosion 

protection for 10-15 years provided they were properly installed. Polyamide epoxy coating 

systems were not used because the polyamide co-reactant is susceptible to deterioration by 

organic fatty acids commonly found in wastewaters, and as well, by biological attack from 

microorganisms in the wastewater stream. 

However, following passage of the US Clean Water Act (CWA) in 1980 pretreatment of 

wastewater affluent to eliminate or reduce the presence of heavy metals was mandated. 

Accordingly, biologically toxic metals such as lead, chromium, mercury, arsenic, cadmium, as 

well as other metals such as zinc, copper and iron had to be reduced to relatively low levels prior 

to a generator being able to send wastewater onto a municipal wastewater treatment facility. In 

Europe, similar legislation was the Integrated Pollution Prevention and Central Regulation 

(EC/61/96), which prohibited the discharge of heavy metals and other pollutants into waterways, 
2 including sewer systems. 

These heavy metals are toxic to humans and other life forms, including most bacteria. Prior to 

1980, heavy metals in wastewater streams killed, or retarded growth of bacteria in the sewer 

systems such that microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) was minimal. After the heavy 

metals were removed as a result of the CWA of 1980 and subsequent amendments, bacterial 

colonies could flourish and assist in the generation of HzS gas, and as well, oxidation to H2804. 

Consequently, acidic deterioration of sanitary sewer pipelines, manholes, and other components 

of sewage transmission systems has increased significantly. HzS has generally risen to levels as 

high as several hundred parts per million (ppm), and averaged over 30 ppm in many collection 

pipes, manholes and in tankage. H2SO4 concentrations have risen from solutions of 1 to 1 Vz % 

to as high as 7%, resulting in pH ranges commonly from 1.5 to 2.5, and often 1.0 or less. 

Coating systems that protected prior to 1980 now fail often within a few months. 

Mechanism of MIC and H2S Attack 

Sewage consists of dissolved organic matter, sulfides/nitrates and other chemicals, and bacteria. 

Bacteria occur naturally in the environment, and are also introduced into sewage by human 



waste. Bacteria in the human digestive tract aids in the breakdown of food. Thus all the 

elements are present that are necessary for production of HzS. HzS generation, in itself, is a most 

annoying problem, especially in regions with a relatively warm climate. This is due to some 

characteristics of HzS: its unpleasant odor (odor threshold in the range of 1 to 4 parts per billion); 

high toxicity (fatal at gas concentrations of 300-500 parts per million by volume, in a few 

minutes); combustibility (concentrations in air from 4.3 to 46% can explode upon ignition); and 

3 strong corrosive properties on most metals and concrete. 

The Sulfur Cycle 
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Figure I shows the biological sulfur cycle 4 



As can be seen by the sulfur cycle, organic waste matter and organic sulfur when ingested by 

animals, or putrefied by bacteria, decomposes into HzS. The HzS is either reduced further by 

anaerobic (oxygen free) sulfur bacteria to elemental sulfur, or oxidized by aerobic (oxygen 

present) bacteria to a sulfite. Aerobic bacteria oxidize the sulfite to sulfate, which provides food 

for plants. The plants, in turn, feed animals. Waste matter from the animals decomposes, 

forming sulfates. Upon death of the plants and animals, decay and decomposition again renew 

the sulfur cycle. 

The corrosion process in sewage systems consists of a cyclic process caused by microbial sulfur 

metabolism. Two types of sulfur metabolism are involved in the cycle of sulfur in the 

environment. The first is the anaerobic process in which HzS is produced by anaerobic sulfate 

reducing bacteria (SRB), followed by an aerobic process in which the HzS is oxidized by sulfur 

oxidizing bacteria (SOB) to elemental sulfur, or H2SO4, which attacks and deteriorates metals 

and concrete in the sewage system. 

A wastewater system may contain elemental sulfur from groundwater or industrial streams, 

sulfates, or organic sulfuric compounds, depending upon the source of the wastewater. Due to 

the combustion of sulfur containing oils and coals, the sulfate ion (SO4 =) is one of the most 

universal anions occurring in rainfall, especially those from industrialized or urban areas. SO4 = 

concentrations in wastewater can vary from only a few milligrams per liter (mg/1), to hundreds of 

mg/1. Generally for domestic wastewater, the main source of sulfide is SO4=. 4 

In a wastewater stream, a variety of aerobic bacteria metabolize organic materials to smaller 

molecules such as sulfates, ammonia, methane, and carbon monoxide, and exude acidic by- 

products. Bacterial decomposition and organic decay may be facilitated by formation of a 

protective slime biofilm. Where the wastewater flow is swift, the biofilm layer is relatively thin. 

However, where the flow is slow or stagnant, a thick biofilm layer a quarter of an inch deep or 

more may form. The biofilm may be considered a gelatinous organic matrix consisting 

principally of a polymeric coating of sugars (polysaccharides). The film is produced when 

bacteria attach to a surface. Biofilms entrap nutrients and provide an optimum 

microenvironment for bacterial growth and reproduction. The biofilm is comprised of about 



90% water and the remaining 10% of microbial cells and metal ions, as well as entrapped 

material from the wastewater stream. As the biofilm grows, and the bacterial mass within 

increases in size, nutrients are metabolized into acidic byproducts. Organic acids are usually 

produced by these anaerobic microorganisms. 

Ultimately, oxygen permeation to the interior of the biofilm is reduced due to increasing 

thickness and density of the biofilm. Oxygen that does permeate is consumed by the aerobic 

bacteria such that ultimately an anaerobic environment is created. In such an environment, 

aerobic bacteria can no longer thrive, but anaerobic bacteria can freely develop and grow. 

Anaerobic bacteria can consist of a number of organisms, but the SRB are the most important. 

SRB reduce sulfates entrapped within the biofilm to HzS. Corrosion attack can occur with a 

concentration of H2S in sewage of 0.5 mg/liter, depending on water turbulence and temperature. 

An HzS concentration of 5mg/1 at the discharge of a pressure line is often observed in practice 

under moderate climate conditions. 5 

However, it is not always necessary to have a protective biofilm for SRB to grow, thrive and 

reduce SO4 = to HzS in sewage. In an oxygen depleted sewage environment SRB will live in the 

sludge accumulated in the bottom of a pipe, or tank, and reduce SO4 = to HzS in the absence of a 

detectible biofilm. 6 SRB use readily biodegradable organic matter like lactate, pymvate and 

some aromatic substrates (benzoate), but in general they do not use higher carbohydrates such as 

maltose, cellobiose, glucose and fructose. The electron donors oxidized by SRB are always low 

molecular compounds. Almost all are from the anaerobic bacterial degradation of carbohydrates, 

7 proteins and other components of the sewage biomass. 

H2S gas is very soluble in water. At 20 ° C (68 ° F), the solubility of H2S in water is 2.7 liters of 

gas per liter of water (2,700,000 ppm). However, when diluted with air, it will dissolve only in 

proportion to its concentration in the air: gas mixture. One mg/1 of HzS gas in water solution 

can produce a concentration about 260 ppm by volume in air if the air temperature is 20 ° C (68 ° 

F); or 330 ppm by volume if the temperature is 30 ° C (86 ° F). However, the solubility of HzS in 

water decreases about 2.5% for each degree centigrade increase in water temperature. 8 



Accordingly, the bacterial reduction of sulfate is sufficient to generate a constant and 

considerable amount of HzS in confined air spaces above a wastewater stream. 

Thus, with turbulence in the water (such as the pouting and splashing that occurs at manholes) or 

an increase in temperature, HzS emanates from the water into the air space within a pipe, 

manhole or tank. Since the specific gravity of HzS is nearly that of air (1.1895), it mixes well in 

the air, and ultimately comes in contact with the concrete (or metal) in the crown of the pipe or 

the exposed surfaces above the wastewater stream. If it is entrapped (by the crown of the pipe, 

or manhole cover, or cover in a digestion tank), it can come in contact with aerobic bacteria 

residing on the surface within a very thin layer of biofilm. 

There, SOB, of the genus Thiobacillus, oxidize the H2S to H2804. This bacterium is found in 

the digestive tracts of humans and animals. T. novellus, T. thioparus, T. neopolitanus, T. 

intermedius, and T. thiooxidans are all common within sewage systems. The first four are 

important for establishing the increasing acidic concentrations necessary for corrosion to occur. 

The last, T. thiooxidans, also called T. concretivorus, which is Latin for "eats concrete" is the 

family member best able to thrive in very low pH environments, and is most responsible for the 

oxidation of HzS into H2804. 9 

In a pH range of 5 to 7, T. thioparis will establish itself and degrade H2S to thiosulfuric and 

polythonic acids 4" 

wHzS + 02 ~ y H28203 + z H-(OSzOz)n-H 

hydrogen sulfide + oxygen ~ thiosulfuric acid + polythionic acid 

Elemental sulfur, H2S, thiosulfate and polythionates can be degraded by T. concretivorus to 

sulfuric acid, which lowers the pH to around 24: 

2S + 3 0 2 +  2H20 ~ 2H2SO4 

sulfur + oxygen + water---+ sulfuric acid 



H2S + 202 ----> 2 H2804 

hydrogen sulfide + oxygen ---, sulfuric acid 

12 H20 + 6S203 = + 9 02 ----+ 12 H2SO4 

water + thiosulfate + oxygen ---, sulfuric acid 

The H2SO4 aggressively attacks and deteriorates concrete and metal surfaces above the 

wastewater stream. The aggressive acid attack destroys the cement paste in concrete, and 

dissolves iron and other metals in steel and ductile iron. 

Yellow deposits are often seen on corroded pipe crowns (concrete, steel and ductile iron). 

Elemental sulfur allows growth of Thiobacillus thiooxidans at lower pHs than other substrates. 
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Schematic representation of the sulfur-cycle 
occuring in sewer pipes 

10 Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the sulfur cycle occurring in sewage pipes 11 

In Figure 2, it can be seen that the sewage organic matter, and organic sulfur concentrate in the 

bottom of the pipe as silt, or sludge. There it is reduced by anaerobic SRB to H2S, which 



volatilizes to the crown of the pipe where it is oxidized by aerobic bacteria to H2SO4. Above the 

waterline, the concrete (or metal) is attacked and deteriorated by the H2804. 

Attack of Concrete 

Concrete is comprised of Portland cement paste and aggregate. Portland cement paste consists 

principally of ratios of tricalcium silicates and aluminates: 

C2S dicalcium silicate 2CaOoSiO2 

C38 tricalcium silicate 3CaO.SiO2 

C3A tricalcium aluminate 3CaOoA1203 

C4AF tetracalcium alluminoferrite 4 CaO "A1203 Fe203 

Hydrated calcium oxides and calcium hydroxide at concentrations up to 25% are present in 

concrete due to the calcium silicates and aluminates shown above. These materials will dissolve 

in water to form solutions of pH 12 to 13.5 in new concrete. At this pH there is little microbial 

activity, but carbon dioxide from the air hydrolyzes to form carbonic acid, which reacts with the 

alkalinity and gradually reduces the pH of the concrete. In neutral or near neutral environments 

alkalinity will eventually diminish to a pH of 9 to 10. At these pH levels, HzS oxidation to 

H2804 by thiobacilli commences. The H2804: alkali reaction is much faster, forming salts 

(chlorides, sulfates, nitrates) that are water-soluble. The salts can wash from the surface 

allowing a fresh layer of cement paste to be attacked. In time, the cement paste is dissolved, 

exposing the aggregate as the sulfuric acid penetrates into the concrete through cracks, voids, and 

capillaries in the concrete. 

Acid attack of the concrete substrate produces a layer of a white reaction product that 

accumulates on the surface. This material is a combination of sand particles, unreacted cement 

particles and various sulfates that are produced by the precipitation of ions dissolved from the 

cement, and it has been identified principally as gypsum (CaSO4), formed by the H2804 reaction 

with the calcium carbonate, calcium oxide and calcium hydroxide cementicious binder at a pH of 

less than 3. The gypsum holds water, and therefore reduces the effects of any dry period on 

bacteria within the concrete. The gypsum has essentially no strength, and when wet can be 



scraped away as a paste, and when dry, as a powder. Ettringite is produced at pHs greater than 3, 

and is an expansive product that increases pressure within the concrete leading to cracking. 12 

The concrete corrosion reactions are as follows" 12 

Start of Corrosion by CO2 reduction of pH: 

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 ~ CaCO3 + H20 

2 C02 -t- Ca(OH)2 ~ Ca(HCO3)2 

Corrosion Reactions" 

Ca(OH)2 + H2SO4 ~ CaSO4oH20 (gypsum) 

3 (CaOoAlzO3o2H20) + 3(CaSO4o2H20) + 14 H20 --~ 3 CaOoAI203 ° 3C.aSO4o32H20 
(ettringlte) 

3 CaOo2SiO3 • nH20 + 3H2SO4 ~ 3 CaSO4o2H20 + 2 SiO2 + nH20 

If a coating has been applied to the concrete, the H2SO4 can oxide and degrade the coating and 

attack the underlying concrete (or metal) at pinholes and voids. The formation of gypsum salts 

in concrete results in a volumetric expansion of the concrete causing the coating to crack, blister 

and disbond. 

? . . . .  .................... 

Photograph 1 

Photographs I and 2 depict gypsum formation. 13 

Photograph 2 



Photographs 3 

Photographs 3 and 4 depict sulfuric acid attack of concrete 

Photograph 4 

Attack of Steel 

Carbon steel has long been used in handling concentrated H2804 at ambient conditions (25 ° C, 

75 ° F) under static and low flow conditions (0.9 m/s, 3ft/sec). A soft SO4 = film forms that is 

highly protective unless physically disturbed. TM However, within sewage systems, temperatures 

may exceed ambient, leading to aggressive corrosion. Moreover, sludge and water movement 

will disturb the SO4 = film, and microbial action will penetrate it disrupting any passivation that 

might otherwise occur. Accordingly in the crown atmosphere, steel piping and components 

exposed to bacterially generated H2804 will be aggressively attacked, pitted and in time, 

perforated. 

On steel and iron surfaces in relatively stagnant immersion, bacteria like G a l l i o n e l l a  6 may 

oxidize soluible ferrous iron from solution or from a surface into insoluble ferric hydroxides. 

Precipitated ferric hydroxides can built up within the bacterial biofilm to form a hard outgrowth, 

known as a tubercle, which is firmly adherent to the metal surface. These tubercles may 



establish an oxygen concentration cell leading to accelerated primary corrosion at the bottom of 

the tubercles. Additionally, the bottom of the tubercle within the biomass may become anaerobic 

and highly acidic. On steel and other metals, corrosion may develop, often in the form of a 

relatively wide, sharp edged, dish shaped pit. 

Photograph 5 Photograph 6 

Photographs 5 and 6 depict typical bacterial related corrosion pitting in immersion 

Attack of Ductile Iron 

Ductile cast iron is more resistant to H2804 due to its higher carbon and silicon contents 

compared with carbon steel. Ductile irons are able to withstand higher acidic flows (1.7 m/s, 

5.6ft/s) and have resistance at higher temperatures. This increased resistance may be due to the 

graphitic nodules within the ductile iron matrix that may interfere with the acid attack. A 

modified ductile iron with a silicon content of 3.5% (versus 1.8% to 2.5% for standard ductile 

iron) is said to have even significantly better H2804 resistance. Increased silicon content to as 

high as 14.5% dramatically improved H2804 resistance, but continually decreased ductility. ~4 

Ductile iron piping is inherently more resistant to H2804 attack than carbon steels, and has a 

greater wall thickness that will forestall perforation. However, microbial H2SO4 generation on 

ductile iron pipe is a significant problem, and this material is aggressively attacked over time in a 

sewage environment. 



STRATEGIES FOR MITIGATION OF H2S/MIC CORROSION IN SEWERS 

There are essentially four strategic categories that may used to minimize corrosion in sewer 

systems. 

1. Better design parameters 

2. Better use of materials of construction 

3. Modification of the sewage environment 

4. Installation of a barrier between the sewage and the cementicious or metallic structural 

materials 

These strategies are not mutually exclusive, and the use of combinations of all three strategy 

categories may be necessary to minimize sewage corrosion. 

Better Design Parameters 

The amount of H2S in a sewer is strongly influenced by choices that are made with respect to 

sewer routing, slopes, pipe sizes, pumping or not pumping, and other design features. 

Furthermore, the choice of material of construction will determine whether deterioration will 

occur in those places where HzS collects. 8 

At areas in the sewer where there is relatively rapid flow, there will be insufficient time for 

biological activity to generate copious quantities of HzS gas in the wastewater stream. Similarly, 

when the pipe carries sewage at full capacity, with little or no void space in the crown of the 

pipe, HzS gas will remain dissolved in the wastewater, and will not be oxidized into H2804. 

Where wastewater treatment flow becomes stagnant or very slow, sufficient time will be 

provided for bacterial reduction of sulfates into HzS gas. Conversely, at locations, often at 

manholes, where there is splash and turbulent water flow, dissolved HzS will volatize and rise 

from the water. Therefore if possible, design parameters should minimize slow flow of the 

wastestream. Areas where HzS might be generated and collect should be anticipated by the 



designer, and attempts should be made to minimize such areas, to utilize more acid resistant 

materials of construction, or to thoroughly protect concrete and ferrous metals from acidic attack. 

Better Use of Construction Materials 

The most important structural element of a sewage collection system is the pipe. The following 

kinds of pipe materials are available, with varying degrees of susceptibly to HzS/MIC corrosion. 

Q Vitrified c l a y -  Vitrified clay is immune to attack by H2SO4, as well as all other 

chemicals commonly found in sewage. However, where HzS may be present, 

vitrified clay pipe should not be joined with Portland cement, as the cement may 

be attacked. 

Q Steel pipe - This material is susceptible to corrosion, particularly at high points or 

pockets where air may collect and H2SO4 may form. 

0 Cast iron p i p e -  This material is also susceptible to H2S corrosion but may last 

longer than steel pipe only because the pipe wall is usually thicker. Selective 

leaching corrosion of the iron may occur leading to embrittlement. 

0 Ductile iron - Ductile irons are more resistant to H2S corrosion than steel and 

most cast irons. Increasing carbon and silicon contents increases H2S04 

resistance, but decreases ductility. However, ductile iron is still susceptible to 

MIC and deterioration due to H2804. 

0 Asbestos-Cement- This pipe is susceptible to attack by H2804. However, 

because of the greater proportion of cement in the mix, it corrodes more slowly 

than concrete with aggregate, but this advantage is counteracted by the thinness of 

the pipe wall. 



Q Cement containing anti-microbial material-  One manufacturer ~5 has produced an 

"everlasting" concrete to be used for new structures and for rehabilitating existing 

structures. A bactericide is added to the concrete to kill microorganisms. They 

state that Atlanta, Georgia has been using this anti-microbial material in new 

sewer construction since January 1997 and that manholes using this material have 

been rehabilitated in Columbus, Ohio, Oskaloosa County, FL, Mt. Prospect, IL, 

Miami, FL, and Corsica, TX. 

0 Concrete P ipe -  As already described, concrete is highly susceptible to H2S 

attack. For large trunk sewers the corrosion rates are generally lower than in 

smaller pipes because the slope, which influences the rate of release of H2S from 

the water is generally less. Also, larger pipes have thicker walls, so that H2SO4 

attack may proceed for a longer time before the pipe is materially weakened. 

Cement with a high C3A content will deteriorate rapidly when exposed to H2SO4. 

Concretes with low C3A will have much better durability when exposed to 

H2504.16 

ASTM lists five basic classifications of Portland cements, types I, II, III, IV, and 

V. Types II, III and IV each have an air entrainment classification. Each of the 5 

basic classifications varies in silicate, aluminate and aluminoferrite oxide 

composition. 

Type II Portland cement should be used in all concrete construction exposed to 

only moderate sulfate concentrations. Type V Cement should be used where high 

sulfate resistance is required. 17 A rich concrete mix with the maximum water: 

cement ratio of 5 gallons (19 liters) of water per sack of cement should be used. 

This produces a lower cement porosity and provides higher resistance to acid 

attack. A poor quality concrete with a high water to cement ratio will not have a 

good acid resistance even when made with acid resistant cement. The addition of 

10% silica fume to Portland cement also gives better H2SO4 resistance. An anti- 



bacterial concrete based upon Portland cement supplemented by the addition of 

0.1% weight nickel was developed. It was found that with T. thiooxidans both 

cellular activities of elemental sulfur oxidation and CO2 incorporation were 

strongly inhibited by this concentration of a nickel inhibitor. The nickel 

apparently binds to cells and inhibits enzymes involved in sulfur oxidation, 

resulting in an inhibition of cell growth. TM 

Polymer cements, for example those containing styroacrylesters, often leads to a 

denser microstructure, smaller discontinuous pores, a better bond between the 

aggregate and the cement matrix, and bridged micro cracks relative to 

conventional concrete. The price of concrete pipes with the addition of polymers 

is about 20-50% higher than for normal concrete pipes. 19 

When placing concrete, the use of air entrainments will reduce permeability. 

Vibration also should be used to consolidate the concrete. Wall placing should be 

continuous where possible, and concrete curing time under moist conditions 

should be extended as long as possible. 

However, all these measures may be considered delays and postponements to the 

inevitability of acid attack, as they do not eliminate the prime susceptibility of 

concrete to H2804. 

0 Plastic P ip ing-  Pipes of polyvinyl chloride (PVC), acrylonitrile-butadiene- 

styrene (ABS), and polyethylene (PE) have all been used for sewer pipe in only 

smaller sizes due to their high cost. These materials are all resistant to H2804 

attack. Care must be taken when using these materials because they have 

relatively thin walls, and accordingly they must be laid carefully to avoid 

unacceptable deflections under the backfill load that may impede wastewater 

flow. 



Modification of the Sewage Environment 

There are a number of methods to modify the environment within a pipe or tank in order to 

minimize corrosion. Some of those are listed below: 

1. Oxidation of the wastewater s t ream-  There are a number of strategies to introduce oxygen 

into the wastewater stream to aerate the effluent, and kill or prevent growth of anaerobic 

bacteria that reduce SO4- to H2S gas. 

a. The introduction of compressed air, or oxygen into the wastewater stream may increase 

the dissolved oxygen of the wastewater stream such that anaerobic bacteria cannot thrive. 

This then would minimize the H2S gas that could be generated by these bacteria as they 

reduce the SO4- to H2S. 

b o  Addition of hydrogen peroxide (H202)- H202 will gradually decompose in the sewers to 

produce water and dissolved oxygen. The yield of oxygen is 47% of the weight of the 

H202 added. While relatively expensive, it is convenient to use and may be suitable 

where the amounts of oxygen needed to reduce corrosion are not great. 

C. Addition of potassium permanganate-this is another oxidizing agent that can be used to 

add oxygen into the wastewater effluent. 

, Addition of sodium hydroxide (caustic soda) - Periodic additions of sodium hydroxide may 

be enough to raise the pH of the wastewater stream such that the SRB living under high acid 

conditions are killed. Most bacteria cannot live at a pH of 9 or higher. Generally, enough 

sodium hydroxide is added to increase the wastewater stream pH to 12 for about half an hour. 

Treatments need to be repeated at intervals ranging from 3 days to the month or so depending 

on the temperature and biological activity of the sewage. 

0 Crown Spraying with 50% magnesium hydroxide was found to reduce pH to 9 for 9 months 

with a single spraying. 2° The spray system consists of a spray head mounted on a float that is 



pulled through the pipe at a controlled rate in order to spray the crown. The number of sulfur 

or sulfide oxidizing bacteria remaining on the treated surface was 1 to 2 log orders of 

magnitude below untreated levels. The crown spray treatment should be used for sewers 

whose structural integrity has not been compromised because the application of the chemical 

solution will not restore corroded pipe crowns. 

4. Addition of chlorine gas, or chlorine in the form of hypochlorite is the most widely means of 

chemical control for HzS reduction. It is often added to the sewage treatment plant to kill 

bacteria, and to remove sulfides present in the influent stream. If added to upstream 

locations it may destroy any sulfides and also prevent bacterial growth or reproduction for a 

half and hour to an hour downstream depending upon the chlorine demand. About 50 to 150 

milligrams of chlorine per liter of sewage may be required to be effective. 

0 Ventilation - Ventilation of tanks and wastewater sewage holding facilities -exhausting H2S 

gas from an enclosed tank will prevent its oxidation to H2SO4. However, the exhausted air 

must be scrubbed or otherwise cleaned to remove the toxic and odorous gas. 

Barriers to Isolate the Sewage from the Structure 

For both new construction, and rehabilitation of existing deteriorated sewer lines, the use of a 

sheet lining or a liquid applied coating to isolate the sewage environment from the structural 

substrate is one of the most effective methods of corrosion control. 

0 Sheet L in ing -  A number of manufacturers make sheet lining materials that can be imbedded 

in newly poured concrete to provide a dense impervious and continuous plastic lining to 

prevent the concrete substrate from acid attack. These plastic liners are made of high 

molecular weight PVC and PE and are generally 65 mils (1625 microns) or greater in 

thickness. On the backside of the liner material, a "T" is formed to lock the liner into the 

concrete when the concrete is poured around the "T." Thus the liner sheet is mechanically 

locked into the concrete surface to provide protection against the corrosive effects of the 

wastewater stream. The weakest area is the joint between adjacent sheets, where an 



impervious seam must be installed that will resist not only the wastewater environment, but 

also any settling stress, or expansion or contraction of the placed concrete. The seam is the 

weakest link of the system, and when breached, aggressive corrosion to the underlying 

concrete can proceed undetected. Most seams consist of a sheet overlap coveting both sides 

of the seam that is thermally welded, with a thick continuous bead over all edges to prevent 

moisture intrusion. 

2. In-situ Sheet Lining - A number of manufacturers provide relatively thin wall flexible plastic 

PVC or PE sheets or tubing that can be inserted into an existing pipeline. Deteriorating 

concrete, sludge, and other debris is removed by either manually or robotically blast cleaning 

or high pressure water jetting. The deteriorated concrete is repaired using grout or an epoxy 

filler-surfacer. An adhesive is applied to the smooth concrete surface. The adhesives are 

commonly epoxy or polyurethane mastics compatible with the sheet lining and the concrete 

substrate. The sheet lining is cut to fit and then pressed into the adhesive. Seams between 

sheets are thermally welded as described above. While the installation of sheet lining systems 

is relatively expensive, the cost is much less than replacement of an existed deteriorated 

pipeline. 

3. Bag or Flexible l iner -  A flexible robber-like polymer in the form of a tube is formed to fit 

within a pipe size and configuration. After cleaning and repair of the concrete pipe interior, 

as described above, an adhesive is applied to the cleaned surface and the continuous bag-like 

tube liner is pressed onto the surface either by water or air (air or hydraulic water pressure 

expands the bag and presses it into the adhesive on the pipe interior surface). With all sheet 

linings, care must be taken at the termination points to insure that the protective seal is 

maintained. 

0 Liquid applied organic coatings - Because of relatively low cost, and ease of application, 

liquid applied coatings are perhaps the most widely used method of corrosion protection. 

Most coating systems are thick film high or 100% solids epoxies or polyurethanes applied in 

two or more coats to the blastcleaned or high-pressure water jetted substrates. Thorough 

surface preparation of both metal and concrete surfaces is important to remove all 



deteriorated material, and as well to clean pits and pockets where microbes may be living. 

For pipes too small for manual rehabilitation, pigging surface preparation and coating 

application can be accomplished. Robotic equipment consisting of line traveling water- 

jetting, blastcleaning, and spray coating modules for surface preparation and coating 

application can also be used. Remote fiber optic television inspection can be used to verify 

adequacy of surface preparation and coating application. 

After cleaning, cracks and bug holes in concrete are filled, and the surface is smoothed using 

organic epoxy or urethane fillers-sealers, or cement grouts. The chemically resistant coating 

system is then applied, with the first coat usually rolled or brushed onto the surface to work it 

into irregularities, followed by a spray application of subsequent coats. Chopped fiberglass 

strands, integrated into the sprayed lining, or a fiberglass mat veil hand laid into the coating 

system is often used for structural reinforcement of the lining. Total coating thickness 

generally exceeds 60 mils (1500 microns). Because the liquid lining can be readily applied 

to properly prepared concrete, steel and other materials, the coating can be continuously 

applied to metal, concrete, or other materials in order to terminate at a point outside a 

corrosion susceptible area. There are no seams. 

However, care must be taken to avoid pinholes and other discontinuities in the organic lining 

that will alloW penetration and attack to the underlying substrate. Manholes in large diameter 

pipes (large enough where men can work) are effectively rehabilitated using liquid applied 
21 100% solids organic coatings. At least one coating manufacturer has introduced a biocide 

into their coating material to discourage the growth of corrosion-causing bacteria. 



Photograph 7 

Photograph 7 depicts a cleaned concrete surface, and the application of a 100% solids 

epoxy repair coating system 

CONCLUSIONS 

When the mechanisms of corrosion in a wastewater system are understood, the designer, owner 

and operator all have a better chance of minimizing the effects of the corrosion process. With 

wastewater systems, extreme care must be observed in design and operation because the effects 

of MIC deterioration are often unseen and unexpected. Regular inspections of sewage piping is 

warranted, either manually, using robotic equipment, or by fiber optic cable. Where 

deterioration is detected, assessments must be made regarding the cause of the deterioration, and 



its consequence. If repair is necessary, there are a number of options available, singly or in 

combination to mitigate or eliminate the cause of the corrosion. 
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